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Abstract 
Traditional model updating of large-scale structures is usually time-consuming because the 
global structural model needs to be repeatedly re-analyzed as a whole to match global 
measurements. This paper proposes a new substructural model updating method. The modal data 
measured on the global structure are disassembled to obtain the independent substructural 
dynamic flexibility matrices under force and displacement compatibility conditions. The method 
is extended to the case when the measurement is carried out at partial degrees-of-freedom of the 
structure. The extracted substructural flexibility matrices are then used as references for updating 
the corresponding substructural models. An orthogonal projector is employed on both the 
extracted substructural measurements and the substructural models to remove the rigid body 
modes of the free-free substructures. Compared with the traditional model updating at the global 
structure level, only the sub-models at the substructural level are re-analyzed in the proposed 
substructure-based model updating process, resulting in a rapid convergence of optimization. 
Moreover, only measurement on the local area corresponding to the concerned substructures is 
required, and those on other components can be avoided. The effectiveness and efficiency of the 
proposed substructuring method are verified through applications to a laboratory-tested frame 
structure and a large-scale 600 m tall Guangzhou New TV Tower. The present technique is 
referred to as the inverse substructuring model updating method as the measured global modal 
data are disassembled into the substructure level and then the updating is conducted on the 
substructures only. This differs from the substructuring model updating method previously 
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proposed by the authors, in which the model updating is still conducted in the global level and 
the numerical global modal data are assembled from those of substructures. That can be referred 
to as the forward substructuring model updating method. 
Keywords: Model updating, Substructuring method, Modal flexibility matrix, Damage 
detection. 
 
1 Introduction 
 
In vibration-based model updating, the finite element (FE) model is iteratively modified to 
ensure that its vibration properties optimally reproduce the measured counterparts [1]. The FE 
model of a large-scale structure usually consists of a large number of degrees-of-freedom (DOFs) 
and many uncertain parameters, which make the conventional model updating method expensive 
in terms of computation time and computer memory. Xia et al. [2] carried out a model updating 
exercise for the Balla Balla Bridge in Western Australia; the bridge was modeled with 907 
elements, 949 nodes, and 5,400 DOFs. Optimization convergence took 155 iterations and took 
about 420 hours. In another study, a fine FE model of the Tsing Ma Suspension Bridge consists 
of about 300,000 nodes, 450,000 elements, and 1.2 million DOFs. About five hours was spent to 
obtain the first 100 eigensolutions using a 64-bit Itanium server with eight CPUs of 1.5 GHz 
each [3]. In such a case, updating the FE model using the conventional approach is very difficult, 
even with a powerful computer. 
 
The substructuring approach is potentially efficient in the model updating of large-scale 
structures [4-7] and related applications [8-10]. In these studies, the global structure is divided 
into smaller and more manageable substructures. The substructures are analyzed independently 
to obtain their designated solutions, which are then assembled to recover the solutions to the 
global structure by imposing constraints at the interfaces. The substructure-based model updating 
presents the following advantages: 1) it enables considerably easier and faster analysis of small 
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system matrices; 2) only the substructures need to be updated and re-analyzed instead of 
analyzing the global structure; 3) the substructuring method can be more efficient when it is 
incorporated with parallel computation. 
 
Nevertheless, the substructure-based model updating method requires the repeated assembly of 
the vibration properties (e.g., frequencies and mode shapes) of the substructural FE models into 
global vibration properties; the assembled properties are then compared with the global 
measurements. In the present paper, we develop a new substructure-based model updating 
method, in which the iterative updating process is performed within the substructures only. To 
achieve this, the global measurements are disassembled into the vibration properties of the 
substructures. Subsequently, the substructural measurements are used as references for updating 
the corresponding substructural FE models via the conventional model updating procedure. The 
proposed inverse process is referred to as the inverse substructuring method, whereas the 
previous approach can be referred to as the forward substructuring method. 
 
The inverse substructuring method involves the identification of substructural properties. Alvin 
and Park [11] proposed a force method for the extraction of substructural flexibility matrices 
from the global flexibility matrix. Doebling and Peterson [12] disassembled the measured global 
stiffness matrix or flexibility matrix into a substructural stiffness. Apart from the frequency 
domain, Koh et al. [13] and Law et al. [14] identified substructural properties in the time domain. 
In these substructuring approaches, the modal data of the global structure required measurement 
on all the DOFs of the structures, thereby limiting the application to large-scale structures. 
Moreover, the studies focus on small structures and numerical examples only. Developing an 
effective scheme that can be applied to large-scale structures is necessary. 
 
In the current work, the inverse substructuring approach is developed for structural model 
updating. The substructural dynamic flexibility matrices are extracted from the experimental 
modal properties of the global structure. An orthogonal projector is employed to remove the rigid 
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body modes of the independent free-free substructures. Furthermore, the proposed substructuring 
method is extended to a practical case in which only partial DOFs are measured. The 
substructural models are then independently updated so that the dynamic flexibility matrices 
match the extracted ones from the measurement.  
 
The proposed method is applied to a small laboratory-tested structure and a large-scale supertall 
structure. The results demonstrate that the proposed inverse substructuring model updating 
method is more accurate and effective compared with the conventional approach. 
 
2 Disassembly of global flexibility with full DOF measurement 
 
In this section, the flexibility of the global structure is disassembled to the substructural level. 
The flexibility matrix of the global structure is formulated from its vibration properties as 
    1 Tg d d d    F Φ Λ Φ  (1) 
where dΛ  is a diagonal matrix whose elements are the measured eigenvalues, dΦ  is the 
corresponding mass-normalized deformational mode shapes, and Fg is the flexibility matrix of 
the global structure. Subscript g represents the variables in the original global structure before 
disassembly. The global flexibility matrix can be formulated with sufficient accuracy using a few 
of the lowest measured modes [15-16].  
 
The substructuring method divides the global structure into independent free or fixed 
substructures. Without loss of generality, a global structure with N DOFs is divided into two 
substrctures: a fixed-free substructure of N(1) DOFs (Substructure 1) and a free-free substructure 
of N(2) DOFs (Substructure 2), connected by NB interface DOFs (Fig. 1). The partitioned 
substructures have DOFs of NP = N(1) + N(2)= N + NB in total.  
 
The flexibility matrix of a fixed-free substructure, such as Substructure 1 in Fig. 1, is contributed 
by the deformational modes as 
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where  1i  is the ith eigenvalues of Substructure 1, and   1i  denotes the ith eigenvector. The 
flexibility matrix contributed by the deformational modes is also called modal flexibility.  
 
The flexibility matrix of a free substructure does not exist because of the rigid body motion, 
which corresponds to zero eigenvalues. Considering the contribution from both rigid body 
modes and deformational modes, a generalized flexibility matrix is then defined here as [17-18] 
    
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
 
              F Φ Λ Φ R A R (3) 
where  2i  and   2i  are the deformational eigenpairs of Substructure 2; 
          2 2 2 21 2, ,..., rN     R  denotes the rigid body modes;          2 2 2 21 2, ,..., rNDiag   A  
represents the participation factors of the rigid body modes; Subscripts d and r denote the 
variables associated with the deformational and rigid body modes, respectively. For a free 
substructure, the modal flexibility matrix is contributed solely by the deformational modes as 
 
 
 
 
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To be independent substructures, the substructural variables are written in primitive forms  
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(5) 
where K, F, x, and f represent the stiffness matrix, flexibility matrix, nodal displacements, and 
external forces, respectively. Here the rigid body mode of the first substructure is null. 
Superscript p denotes the primitive matrices or vectors, which directly encompass the variables 
of the independent substructures without imposing any constraints on them. The primitive 
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matrices or vectors take length NP.  
 
Let {xg} denote the nodal displacement vector of the global structure and {fg} the external force 
vector. The primitive forms of the substructural displacements and forces are linked to the global 
displacement and force vectors by 
     p p gx x L  (6) 
     Tp p gf f   L  (7) 
where Lp is the geometric operator with size NP×N, and is determined by the geometric 
relationship between the substructures and the global structure. For example, if the jth DOF of 
the global structure corresponds to the ith DOF in the separated substructures, then 1pij L .  
 
The displacement of an independent substructure can be written as a superposition of its 
deformational and rigid body motions [11] as follows. 
       p p p p px f  F R  (8) 
where  pf  represents the forces imposed on the independent substructures. The primitive 
forms of the rigid body modes and forces satisfy the force equilibrium compatibility equation  
     Tp pf   R 0  (9) 
As an independent structure, a substructure is loaded by the external force and the connecting 
force from the adjacent substructures as 
             Tp p g gf f f      L C C  (10) 
where        Tp pg g gf f f   L L  ,  Tp p    L L  is the generalized inverse of Tp  L ; 
   is the Lagrange multiplier representing the connecting forces along the interfaces of the 
substructures; and matrix C implicitly defines the general connections between the independent 
substructures. In matrix C, each row contains two non-zero elements, 1 and –1, for a rigid 
connection. From the physical perspective, matrix C bears the displacement compatibility [4, 19]  
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     T px C 0  (11) 
 
The substitution of Eq. (10) into Eq. (8) yields 
          p p p pgx f    F C R  (12) 
From Eq. (6), the global displacement can be expressed by the substructural variables as 
            T Tp p p p p p pg gx x f               L L F C L R   (13) 
Given that the global displacement and force vectors satisfy    g g gx f F , Eq. (13) is 
employed to relate substructural flexibility matrix pF  to global flexibility matrix Fg. To achieve 
this, force compatibility Eq. (9) and displacement compatibility Eq. (11) are employed to solve 
the variables    and  p  in Eq. (13). The substitution of Eq. (10) into Eq. (9) yields 
        Tp gf     R C 0  (14) 
Substituting Eq. (12) into Eq. (11) leads to  
          T p p pgf      C F C R 0  (15) 
From Eq. (15),    is expressed as 
        1 T p pC g Cf   F C F R  (16) 
where 
  T pC F C F C , T pC R C R  (17) 
The substitution of Eq. (16) into Eq. (14) yields 
      1 1Tp p T T pR C C gf     K R R F C F   (18) 
where 1TR C C C
K R F R . Substituting Eq. (18) into Eq. (16),    is solved thus: 
        1 1 1 1 TT p T T p pC g C C R C C gf f           F C F F R K R F C F R   (19) 
 
As long as    and  p  are solved, Eq. (13) can be expressed as 
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    Tp p p p p p p p p pg C C R C C R R C R gx f        L F F K F F K F K F F K F F K F F HF F 
    Tp p p p p T T p pC R R C R gf      L F F HF F K F F K F F L   (20) 
in which 
  1T Tp p p pR C        F R R K R R , C C R C H K K F K , 1 TC CK CF C  
Therefore,  
   Tp p p p p T T p pg C R R C R      F L F F HF F K F F K F F L   (21) 
or the global flexibility matrix can be expressed by the substructural flexibility matrix as 
  
Tp p p p T T p p p
g C R R C R       L F L F F K F F K F F HF F  (22) 
In Eq. (22), substructural flexibility matrix Fp contributes to global flexibility matrix Fg in a 
complicated manner. Expressing Fp in terms of Fg in an explicit form is difficult. An iterative 
scheme is required to obtain substructural flexibility matrix Fp.  
 
Considering the structure in Fig. 1, global flexibility Fg is disassembled into the substructural 
flexibility matrices of the two substructures according to the following procedures. 
1) The flexibility matrix measured on global structure Fg is expanded by geometric operator pL  
as  
  
Tp p
g g    F L F L

 (23) 
where gF

 takes size NP×NP. 
2) The initial value of pF  is formed from the global flexibility as 
  
 
    
      
1 1
0
1 1
0 : , 0 :
1 : , 1 :
g
p
g
N N
N NP N NP
          
F 0
F
0 F


 
(24) 
3) The substructural flexibility matrix is extracted iteratively using Eq. (22). In the kth iteration, 
       1 1 1
0
k k k kp p
g C R
         F F F K F
              1 1 11 1 1 1T T k k kk k k kp p p
R C R
                        F K F F H F F  (25) 
To keep the block-diagonal property of pF , the diagonal sub-blocks of 
 
0
kp  F  corresponding 
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to the two substructures are used in the next iteration as follows:  
  
 
      
        
1 1
0
1 1
0
0 : , 0 :
1 : , 1 :
kp
kp
kp
N N
N NP N NP
               
F 0
F
0 F
 (26) 
4) Step 3 is repeated until the relative difference of the substructural flexibility matrices from 
two consecutive iterations is less than a predefined tolerance, i.e.,  
  
    
  
1k kp p
kp
norm
e Tol
norm
      
  

F F
F
 (27) 
The substructural flexibility matrices are therefore the diagonal sub-blocks of 
 kp  F . The 
convergence of the iteration will be verified by numerical example in this paper, and the 
convergence proof in an elegant mathematical sense deserves further study. 
 
For a free substructure, the substructural flexibility matrix extracted from the global flexibility 
matrix is contributed by both the rigid body modes and deformational modes of the substructure. 
An orthogonal projector is needed to remove the rigid body component and extract the modal 
flexibility of a free substructure [17-20]. The construction of the orthogonal projector can be 
found in the Appendix. The modal flexibility matrix can be used for model updating [16].  
 
3 Disassembly of global flexibility with partial DOF measurement 
 
In practice, a structure is usually measured at the partial DOFs of measurement points. For 
example, some responses such as rotation are difficult and expensive to measure. If partitioning 
the full DOFs of the measured points into the measured DOFs (denoted by subscript a) and the 
unmeasured DOFs (denoted by subscript b), the full modal flexibility of a structure takes on the 
expression 
 
   
   
1 1
1
1 1
T T g gaa abT ad d ad ad d bd
g d d d T T
bd d ad bd d bd g gba bb
 

 
            
F FΦ Λ Φ Φ Λ Φ
F Φ Λ Φ Φ Λ Φ Φ Λ Φ F F  (28) 
The partial flexibility matrix estimated at the measured DOFs is directly related to the 
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corresponding rows and columns of the full flexibility [15]. 
     1 Tg ad ad adaa     F Φ Λ Φ  (29) 
where adΛ  and adΦ  include the natural frequencies and deformational mode shapes estimated 
at the measured DOFs. In this section, the substructural flexibility is extracted when the global 
structure is measured at the partial DOFs.  
 
For this purpose, force compatibility Eq. (14) and displacement compatibility Eq. (15) are 
partitioned into the measured DOFs and unmeasured DOFs as 
  
 
   
Tp g a aa
p
bb g b
f
f

                    
CR
0
CR

  (30) 
  
 
     
T p p pg aa a paa ab a
p p p
b bba bb bg b
f
f
 
                                   
C CF F R
0
C CF F R

  (31) 
Consequently,    is solved from Eq. (31) as 
  
      
1T T Tp p p p pg aa a a a paa ab aa ab a
p p p p p
b b b bba bb ba bb bg b
f
f
 
                                                      
C C C CF F F F R
C C C CF F F F R

  (32) 
If the interface DOFs are the measured DOFs, i.e.,  g bf  0 , b C 0 , and 
       Tp pg aa g aa ga aaf f f   L L  , Eq. (32) is simplified to 
        1 T p T p pCa a aa g a aaf   F C F C R  (33) 
where TCa a aa aF C F C . Substituting Eq. (33) into Eq. (30) enables  p  to be solved as 
      1 1T Tp p p T pRa a a a Ca a aa g af         K R R C F C F   (34) 
and    is therefore solved from Eq. (33) thus: 
  
      1 1 1 T TT p T p p p pCa a aa g Ca a a Ra a Ca aa a ga af f             F C F F C R K R K F R   (35) 
where 1 TCa a Ca a
K C F C  and 1T Tp p p T pRa a Ca a a a Ca a a       K R K R R C F C R . 
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The displacement vector in Eq. (13) is partitioned according to the measured and unmeasured 
DOFs as 
  
 
 
 
     
T Tp p pp pgg a a a paa ab aaa aa
p p pp p
bba bb bbb bbg gb b
fx
x f
 
                                           
CF F RL 0 L 0
CF F R0 L 0 L
 
   (36) 
The displacements at the measured DOFs are expressed by 
          Tp p p pg aa aa g a aa ax f      L F C R  (37) 
Given the solutions of  p  in Eq. (34) and    in Eq. (35), the displacement vector of the 
global structure [Eq. (37)] is thereby expressed as 
  
  
  1 1 1
Tp p p p p p
g aa aa aa Ca aa aa Ca Ra Ca aaa
T T Tp p p p p p p p
aa Ca a Ra a a Ra a Ca aa a Ra a aa g a
x
f  
    
            
L F F K F F K F K F
F K R K R R K R K F R K R L

  
(38) 
 
For the global structure, the displacements are related to the external forces by the global 
flexibility as 
  
    
   
   
 
 
gg g ga aa ab a
g
g g g gb ba bb b
fx
x
x f
                     
F F
F F
 (39) 
The partial flexibility matrix corresponding to the measured DOFs is defined as the displacement 
responses subjected to a unit force applied at the measured DOFs, whereas the forces at the other 
DOFs are zero, i.e.,  g bf  0 . Consequently, the displacements at the measured DOFs are 
related to the external forces as 
       g g ga aa ax f F  (40) 
 
Concerning Eqs. (38) and (40), the substructural flexibility and global flexibility at the measured 
DOFs are linked by 
  Tp p p p p p paa g aa aa aa Ca aa aa Ca Ra Ca aaaa      L F L F F K F F K F K F  
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1 1 1T T Tp p p p p p p
aa Ca a Ra a a Ra a Ca aa a Ra a
              F K R K R R K R K F R K R  (41) 
i.e., 
    Tp p p p p p paa g aa aa aa aa aa aa Ca Ra Ra Ca aa Raaa        L F L F F H F F K F F K F F  (42) 
where aa Ca Ca Ra Ca H K K F K  and 1 TpRa a Ra a    F R K R . With regard to Eq. (42), an iterative 
scheme is required to calculate partial substructural flexibility paaF  at the measured DOFs. The 
iteration procedures are similar to those described in Section 2. In practice, a structure is usually 
measured at limited DOFs. The matrix involved in the iteration, corresponding to the measured 
DOFs, has a small size. Consequently the computational expense of the iteration is much smaller 
than those cost in updating the global model. The latter is usually performed on the FE model 
with millions of DOFs for a large-scale structure. This will be demonstrated using a large-scale 
structure in Section 6. 
 
The interface DOFs serve to constrain the independent substructures via the compatibility 
equations, and should therefore always be selected as the measured DOFs. This is the limitation 
of the present substructuring method. The unmeasured DOFs of the interface points can be 
estimated using either the analytical model or the curve fitting approach [21, 22]. Future work is 
needed to address this shortcoming. 
 
As before, the partial substructural flexibility matrices extracted from the global flexibility 
matrix include the contribution from both the rigid body modes and deformational modes. The 
rigid body modes should be removed from the partial substructural flexibility to enable 
extraction of the modal flexibility for model updating. For this purpose, a condensed orthogonal 
projector Pa orthogonal to Ra is formulated in the Appendix [17, 23]. To make the partial 
substructural flexibility matrix extracted from the global flexibility and that calculated from the 
analytical substructural model comparable in the model updating, both are normalized with 
condensed projector Pa.  
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In the proposed substructuring method, the substructural flexibility matrices in primitive matrix 
p
aaF  are independent. The substructural flexibility matrices can be simultaneously extracted from 
the global flexibility for all substructures, or be extracted for one or more specific substructures. 
In the former, the global structure is measured and the substructural flexibility matrices of all the 
substructures can be simultaneously obtained at the points corresponding to the measured DOFs. 
In the latter, only the local area of the concerned substructure needs to be measured in the 
experiment, and the substructural flexibility matrix of the concerned substructure is accordingly 
extracted.  
 
4 Substructure-based model updating 
 
The global flexibility estimated from the experimental testing is disassembled into the 
substructural flexibility matrices, which are thereafter used as references for updating the 
analytical models of the independent substructures. In the model updating procedure, superscript 
E represents the modal data from the experimental measurement, and A the data of the analytical 
model. 
 
Taking Substructure 2 in Fig. 1 as an example, after the substructural flexibility matrix   2 EaaF  
is extracted from the global flexibility matrix  Eg aaF , the sub-model of Substructure 2 is updated 
independently as follows.  
1) The rigid body modes  2aR  are constructed according to the nodal location of Substructure 
2, and then orthogonal projector  2aP  is calculated (see Appendix).  
2) The rigid body modes are removed from the generalized flexibility matrix   2 EaaF  using 
orthogonal projector  2aP :          2 2 2 2E ETaa a aa a   F FP P . 
3) The analytical model of Substructure 2 is updated by treating it as an independent structure. 
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The substructural flexibility matrix   2 AaaF  at the measured DOFs is calculated from the 
analytical model in each iteration and the orthogonal projector is multiplied as 
         2 2 2 2A ATaa a aa a   F FP P . The elemental parameters in Substructure 2 are adjusted to 
minimize the difference of       2 2E Aaa aanorm  F F F   through some optimization algorithms, 
for example the Trust Region Newton method [24].  
 
5 Case study 1: A laboratory-tested portal frame structure 
 
The effectiveness of the proposed substructuring method in model updating and damage 
identification is examined using a laboratory-tested steel frame structure. The dimensions of the 
frame are shown in Fig. 2; the cross section of the beam is 50.0  8.8 mm2 and the columns are 
50.0  4.4 mm2. The mass density of the steel is 7.67  103 kg/m3. The analytical model of the 
frame is composed of 44 nodes and 45 elements, labeled in Fig. 3. The global structure is 
separated into three substructures as shown in Fig. 4.  
 
5.1 Convergence of the iterative process 
The iteration convergence of the proposed substructuring method is verified in this section. The 
substructural flexibility matrix of a concerned substructure is extracted from the global modal 
data and compared with the real matrix obtained from the independent analytical model of the 
same substructure.  
 
First the substructural flexibility matrix of the first substructure   1 EaaF  is extracted from the 
global modal data, while the analytical sub-models of the second and third substructures are 
assumed to be known in advance. For this purpose, the frequencies and mode shapes of the 
global structure are obtained from the global model (Fig. 3). The frequencies and mode shapes 
corresponding to the first substructure are used to construct the global flexibility matrix at the 
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measured points  Eg aaF , here the lateral directions of Nodes 1 to 18 in Fig. 3. 
 
The substructural flexibility matrix   1 EaaF  is extracted using the global flexibility matrix 
 Eg aaF  by the proposed iterative scheme. In each iteration   1 EaaF  is compared with the actual 
flexibility matrix   1 AaaF , calculated from the analytical sub-model of the first substructure (Fig. 
4). Their difference is evaluated as 
   
      
   
1 1
1
E A
aa aa
A
aa
norm
Diff
norm


F F
F
F
 

 (43) 
where norm(·) gives the Frobenius norm of a matrix hereinafter.  Diff F  is less than a 
tolerance Tol = 110-6 after 32 iterations, as illustrated in Fig. 5(a). This indicates that the 
extracted substructural flexibility matrix   1 EaaF  can accurately reproduce the actual flexibility 
matrix   1 AaaF . 
 
Next, the substructural flexibility matrix of the second substructure is extracted from the global 
modal data, while the sub-models of the first and third substructures are assumed to be available. 
The global structure is assumed to be measured at the second substructure to assemble  Eg aaF , 
including the measurements at lateral direction of Node 7 and Nodes 18 to 32. 
 
  2 EaaF  is extracted from the global flexibility matrix  Eg aaF  in a similar iterative manner. 
Because the second substructure is free after partition,   2 EaaF  multiplies the orthogonal 
projector via          2 2 2 2E Eaa aa aa aaF P F P . For comparison, the real substructural flexibility matrix 
  2 AaaF  is calculated from the analytical sub-model of the second substructure and also 
multiplies the orthogonal projector as          2 2 2 2A Aaa aa aa aaF P F P . The difference between   2 EaaF  
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and   2 AaaF  is calculated by Eq. (43) in each iteration. Setting the tolerance to Tol = 110-6 
again, the norm of the difference in each iteration is illustrated in Fig. 5(b). 
 
Finally, the accuracy of the extracted substructural flexibility matrix of the third substructure is 
investigated. Details are not repeated here for brevity. The convergence process is illustrated in 
Fig. 5(c) with the identical tolerance of 110-6. 
 
Fig. 5 demonstrates that the substructural flexibility matrices extracted from the global modal 
data accurately reproduce the actual flexibility matrices of the independent substructures for all 
of the three substructures.  
 
5.2 Refinement of the initial model 
In this section, the substructural flexibility matrices of the three substructures are extracted from 
the experimental measurement data in the undamaged state, and are used as the reference for 
updating the three sub-models (Fig. 4).  
 
Vibration testing on the global structure in the undamaged state is carried out in laboratory. The 
input and output time history data are recorded at the lateral direction of the measured nodes 
(Nodes 1 to 44 in Fig. 3) to derive the frequency response functions. Typical curves of the 
experimental measurements are illustrated in Fig. 6. Based on the measurement data, 14 pairs of 
natural frequencies and mass-normalized mode shapes are extracted by the rational fraction 
polynomial method [25]. Table 1 lists the measured frequencies. The global flexibility matrix is 
formulated, according to Eq. (29), from the 14 pairs of measured natural frequencies and mode 
shapes.  
 
The proposed substructuring method is utilized to simultaneously extract the substructural 
flexibility matrices of substructures (   1 EaaF ,   2 EaaF , and   3 EaaF ). Because the second and 
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third substructures are free-free structures after partitioning, the extracted generalized flexibility 
matrices should multiply the orthogonal projector          E ETj j j ja a aa aa    F P F P  (j=2, 3). The 
three substructural experimental flexibility matrices are then used as the bases in independently 
adjusting the updating parameters of the three sub-models in the undamaged state, according to 
the procedures described in Section 4. The elemental bending rigidities of all 45 elements are 
chosen as the updating parameters. Accordingly, there are 17 updating parameters in the first 
substructure, 15 in the second, and 13 in the third.  
 
The elemental stiffness reduction factor (SRF) is employed to indicate the change ratio of the 
updated parameter to the initial value before updating [26]. 
  SRF
U O
O
r r r
r r
    (44) 
where superscript O represents the original parameters before updating and U represents the 
updated values after updating. Fig. 7 shows the SRF values of the three substructures after their 
respective sub-models are updated. To examine the correctness of the updated sub-models, the 
updated parameters are re-used in the global structure to calculate the frequencies and mode 
shapes of the global structure. The frequencies and modal assurance criterion (MAC) values of 
the mode shapes [26] before and after updating are compared with their measured counterparts in 
Table 1. The frequencies and mode shapes of the updated structure match the experimental 
results better than those before updating, indicating the updated substructural models are better at 
representing the actual structure. The three refined sub-models are used for damage identification 
in the subsequent section. 
 
5.3 Damage detection based on the substructural approach 
Two damage configurations are introduced in the frame. In the first damage case, the column of 
the first storey is cut at 180 mm away from the support (Fig. 2). The width of the cut is b = 10 
mm, and depth d = 15 mm. Subsequently, the second storey is cut at 750 mm from the support 
with a width b = 10 mm and depth d = 15 mm.  
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In the first damage case, only the local measurement within the first storey, i.e., Nodes 1 to 18 in 
Fig. 3, is required because the cut is located in the first storey only. With modal testing, 14 pairs 
of frequencies and mass-normalized mode shapes are obtained, from which the global flexibility 
matrix in the damage state is formulated. Using the proposed substructuring method, only the 
substructural flexibility matrix of the first substructure is extracted.  
 
The first substructure is updated independently to reproduce the extracted substructural 
flexibility matrix, without including the second and third substructures. Fig. 8 shows the SRF 
values of the 17 elements after updating. Element 2 shows a significant reduction in stiffness, in 
an agreement with the location of the cut in the experiment. The magnitude of SRF indicates the 
severity of element damage and represents the overall equivalent reduction in the element 
bending rigidity caused by the local cut. Other undamaged elements are identified with small 
SRFs ranging from 0 to –10%. This error may be due to measurement noise. Again, the updated 
parameters are used in the global structure, and the modal data of the global structure in this 
damage state are calculated and compared with the experimental modal data in Table 2. The 
updated model matches the experiment in the damaged state better than does the original model.  
 
In the second damage configuration, two artificial cuts are respectively located in the first and 
second substructures. The frequencies and mode shapes measured in the first and second stories 
are used to form the global flexibility matrix, from which the substructural flexibility matrices of 
the first and second substructures are simultaneously extracted. The analytical sub-models of the 
first and second substructures are separately updated to recover the experimental counterparts. 
Fig. 9 shows that after updating, the SRF value of Element 2 in the first substructure is about 
–20% and the SRF value of Element 2 in the second substructure (Element 19 of the global 
structure) is –25%. The frequencies and MAC values in the updated model are compared with 
those before updating in Table 3; the updated model matches the experiment better than does the 
non-updated model. 
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In both damage configurations, the identified damage elements agree with the locations of the 
artificial cuts made in the experiment, indicating that the proposed substructuring method 
successfully localizes the artificial damage. 
 
5.4 Damage detection based on the global approach 
For comparison, the frame structure is updated using the traditional global method [16], in which 
the measured modal data are the same as those used in the substructure-based model updating 
method; that is, 14 pairs of frequencies and mode shapes are employed to formulate the global 
flexibility matrix in the undamaged state and two damaged states. The difference in the global 
flexibility matrices of the analytical model and experimental measurement is chosen as the 
objective function, and is used to simultaneously adjust the 45 elemental parameters. The initial 
model is first updated with the modal data measured in the undamaged state. The SRF values of 
the elemental parameters after updating are shown in Fig. 10. The refined model is subsequently 
used for damage identification.  
 
The SRF values from the two damage configurations are illustrated in Figs. 11 and 12. Element 2 
is observed to have a significantly negative SRF value in both damage configurations. The SRF 
value of Element 19 is about –30% in the second damage configuration. These observations are 
consistent with those obtained with the substructure-based model updating method (see Figs. 
7–9). As a result, the proposed substructuring method is effective in model updating and damage 
identification.  
 
In this small structure, the entire calculation is very rapid and the substructure-based model 
updating method has no advantage over the traditional global method in terms of computational 
efficiency. In the next section, a relatively larger structure, the Guangzhou New TV Tower, is 
chosen as an illustrative case in investigating the efficiency of the two model updating methods. 
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6 Case study 2: The Guangzhou New Television Tower 
 
The Guangzhou New TV Tower is a supertall structure 600 m high. It consists of a main tower 
(454 m) and an antennary mast (146 m), as shown in Fig. 13(a). The main tower comprises a 
reinforced concrete inner tube and a steel outer tube of concrete-filled tube columns [27]. The 
analytical FE model of the structure [Fig. 13(b)] includes 8,738 three-dimensional elements, 
3,671 nodes (each of which has six DOFs), and 21,690 DOFs [6].  
 
The “experimental” frequencies and mode shapes are simulated on the global structure by 
intentionally reducing the bending rigidity of 48 column elements of the outer tube in the local 
area (denoted in Fig. 13) by 30%. The structure is measured at randomly selected 50 DOFs 
within the concerned local area, and the first 10 “experimental” modes are available. The mode 
shapes are normalized to the mass matrix. The “experimental” flexibility matrix is formed from 
the 10 frequencies and mode shapes. 
 
The analytical model is updated employing both the traditional global-based model updating 
method and the proposed substructure-based model updating method for comparison. In this 
example, local area of the analytical model is updated using both the global-based model 
updating and substructure-based model updating. The bending rigidities of all the column 
elements of the outer tube in the concerned local area are chosen as the updating parameters. 
Accordingly, there are a total of 144 updating candidates.  
 
First, the traditional global-based model updating method [16] is applied to update the analytical 
model, in which the difference between the analytical flexibility matrix and experimental 
flexibility matrix of the global structure is used as the objective function. The 144 updating 
parameters in the concerned local area of the analytical model are tuned to match the 
experimental measurement. The analytical flexibility matrix and its derivatives are calculated 
from the first 10 eigensolutions of the global FE model in each iteration. The system matrices of 
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the global FE model take the size 21,690 × 21,690. One iteration takes about 1.27 hours in an 
ordinary personal computer with a 2.8 GHz CPU and 2 GB memory. Setting the convergence 
criterion to be the norm of the objective function of 1×10-6, the model updating process is 
completed after 15 iterations, and the entire process takes 17.88 hours. The convergence process 
in terms of the norm of the objective function is illustrated in Fig. 14.  
 
Next, the proposed substructure-based model updating method is employed, in which the 
measurement data, updating parameters, optimization algorithm, and convergence criterion are 
the same as those used in the global-based approach. The global structure is divided into 10 
substructures along the vertical direction as in Fig. 13(c). The global “experimental” flexibility is 
disassembled into the substructural flexibility matrix for the concerned substructure, taking about 
531.4 seconds. Subsequently, the FE model of the concerned substructure (Fig. 13(d)] is updated 
independently to reproduce the substructural “experimental” flexibility matrix. The FE model of 
the concerned substructure is composed of 945 elements, 456 nodes, and 2,736 DOFs. In each 
iteration, the substructural flexibility and its derivative matrix are calculated from the first 10 
eigensolutions of the substructural model, whose system matrices take the size of 2,736×2,736. 
Given that the substructural model has a size much smaller than that of the global structure, the 
substructure-based model updating performs much faster than the global method. In particular, 
one iteration takes only about 0.11 hours and the entire process takes 1.69 hours, less than 10% of 
that consumed in the traditional global method. The substructure-based model updating process is 
completed within 14 iterations in satisfying the convergence criterion of 1×10-6; the convergence 
process is illustrated in Fig. 14. For comparison, the norm values from the two methods in Fig. 14 
are normalized with the maximum value of 1. With regard to the computational time in the model 
updating of a large-scale structure, the time consumed in extracting the substructural 
experimental flexibility matrix from the global experimental flexibility is negligible.  
 
The frequencies and mode shapes of the updated structure are compared with the values before 
updating (Table 4). The experimental eigenmodes are simulated numerically without considering 
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the measurement noise. Consequently the updated FE models precisely recover the 
“experimental” counterparts exactly.  
 
In the above analysis, the local area is updated when the location of local damage is known in 
priori. 144 parameters are tuned for both the substructure- and global-based model updating. The 
global structure has 1104 column elements in total. If the damage is not known in priori, all 1104 
column elements have to be tuned through the model updating process. In this regards, the 
flexibility matrices of each substructure will be extracted at the same time. Then model updating 
is independently conducted on 10 substructures one by one. Each substructure has about one 
hundred updating parameters. The computation time in extraction and updating all 10 
substructures is about 10 times of that for one substructure, that is, 10 × 1.69 hours. On the other 
hand, the global method needs to simultaneously update 1104 parameters at one time. The large 
number of updating parameters will heavily hinder the convergence of the model updating. The 
computation time shall be about 10 times updating one local area, that is, 10 × 17.88 hours. Again 
the proposed substructuring method is very computational efficient, as compared with the 
conventional global-based model updating. 
 
7 Conclusions 
 
This paper proposes a new inverse substructure-based model updating method. The global 
flexibility matrix from the experiments is disassembled into the substructural flexibility matrices, 
which are then employed as references for updating the sub-models of the independent 
substructures. Because only the concerned substructure is adjusted in model updating, the 
proposed substructuring method reduces the size of the analytical model involved and decreases 
the uncertain parameters, thereby improving the computational efficiency of the optimization 
process. In addition, the proposed substructuring method requires the measurement of only the 
local area of the concerned substructures. 
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The accuracy and effectiveness of the proposed method in model updating and damage detection 
are verified through application to a laboratory-tested frame structure. The proposed method can 
successfully detect the damages using the measurement of the local area, and the identification 
results are similar to those obtained through the conventional global-based model updating 
method.  
 
The efficiency of the proposed updating process is numerically demonstrated through a 
large-scale structure. The substructure-based model updating procedure is much faster than the 
traditional global-based procedure. The proposed substructure-based model updating method 
exhibits promising prospects in releasing the computational load of large-scale structures. 
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Appendix: The orthogonal projector 
 
In substructure-based FE model updating, the substructural flexibility matrix extracted from the 
measured global flexibility and that calculated from the analytical substructural model are 
compared. For a free substructure, the generalized flexibility matrix extracted using the proposed 
substructuring method is contributed by both the rigid body modes and deformational modes as 
Eq. (3).  
 1 T Td d d
 F Φ Λ Φ RAR  (a1) 
where F  is the generalized flexibility, and conventional flexibility 1 Td d d
F Φ Λ Φ  includes only 
the deformational modes. Removing the rigid body components from the generalized 
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substructural flexibility is necessary to make the substructural flexibility matrix calculated from 
the analytical substructural model and that extracted from the global flexibility comparable. In 
the following section, an orthogonal projector is constructed to remove the rigid body 
components. 
 
A general free structure, with stiffness matrix K and mass matrix M, can be described by the 
eigenequation  
    K M Φ 0  (a2) 
This eigenequation has two kinds of eigenpairs: Nr zero eigenvalues associated with rigid body 
modes R, and Nd nonzero eigenvalues associated with deformational modes dΦ . They satisfy 
the orthogonality condition 
  T R MR I , Td d Φ MΦ I , T d R MΦ 0  (a3) 
Concerning the orthogonal property in Eq. (a3), an orthogonal projector P can be constructed as 
  
T T
d d  P I MRR MΦ Φ
 
(a4) 
which satisfies 
     2 T T   I MRR I MRRP P P P ,  T MR P 0 , PMR 0  (a5) 
Projector P can filter out the rigid body components, and leaves only the deformational modes in 
the generalized flexibility matrix by 
 
    1TT T T Td dT d   F F I MRR Φ Λ Φ RAR IP P MRR  
 
  1 T Td d d Φ Λ Φ I MRR 1 Td d d Φ Λ Φ F   (a6) 
This equation implies that projector P can remove all the rigid body components from a 
generalized flexibility matrix regardless of any magnitude of the participation factors. Orthogonal 
projector P can be formulated in a variety of ways, provided that it is orthogonal to the rigid body 
modes; that is, the product of RRT and P is a zero matrix [17, 20].  
 
Rigid body modes R are determined by the nodal location of a structure. For a two-dimensional 
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free structure having N nodes, the three independent rigid body modes are the x translation, y 
translation, and z rotation, that is, 
  
1 1 2
1 0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 1 0
1 1
T
Ny x y x
       
R



 (a7) 
Consequently, orthogonal projector P is determined by the geometric dimension of a structure as 
well. Orthogonal projector P remains unchanged throughout the entire model updating process. 
 
When the global structure is measured at partial DOFs, the extracted substructural flexibility is 
obtained at the DOFs corresponding to the measured ones only. Accordingly, the generalized 
flexibility extracted at the measured DOFs is written as 
 1 T Taa ad ad a a
 F Φ Λ Φ R AR  (a8) 
Next, a condensed orthogonal projector is formulated to remove the rigid body components from 
the partial generalized flexibility matrix. For this purpose, a matrix that is mathematically 
orthogonal to reduced rigid body modes Ra is required. 
 
The condensed model proposed by Xia et al. [23] is employed. 
  ˆˆ ˆRed a Red aK Φ M Φ  (a9) 
The eigenmodes ( ˆ aΦ ) of the reduced model consist of two parts: the rigid body modes at the 
measured DOFs Ra and the deformational modes at the measured DOFs ˆ adΦ . In Eq. (a9), 
1
Red aa ab bb ba
 K K K K K  is the condensed stiffness matrix, while condensed mass matrix MRed 
is obtained through an iterative scheme [23]. 
 
In this reduced model, the rigid body modes and deformational modes satisfy the orthogonality 
condition 
  Ta Red a R M R I , ˆ ˆTad Red ad Φ M Φ I , ˆTa Red ad R M Φ 0  (a10) 
Because of these orthogonal properties, condensed projector Pa is constructed as 
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ˆ ˆT T
a Red a a Red ad ad  P I M R R M Φ Φ
 
(a11) 
  T Ta a a a R P P R 0  (a12) 
In this case, projector Pa is used to remove the rigid body modes of the generalized flexibility by  
T
a aa aP F P     TT TRed a a Red a aTaa a a  F RI M R R I M R RAR  
   ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆTT TRed ad ad Red a Taa a aad aa aad  M Φ Φ M Φ ΦF F P F P  (a13) 
aaF  no longer contains the rigid body components. The resulting matrix aaF  can be compared 
with the analytical counterparts for model updating. 
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(a) Global structure 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(b) Divided substructures 
Fig. 1. Configuration of a structure with two substructures. 
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Fig. 2. Overview of the frame structure and the experimental damage configuration (unit: mm). 
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Fig. 3. Analytical model of the frame structure (unit: mm). 
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Fig. 4. Independent models of the three substructures. 
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Fig. 6. Typical curves of the modal experiment  
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(a) First substructure 
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(b) Second substructure 
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(c) Third substructure 
Fig. 7. SRF values of the three substructures in the undamaged state. 
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Fig. 8. SRF values of the first damage configuration (first substructure). 
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(b) Second substructure 
Fig. 9. SRF values of the second damage configuration. 
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Fig. 10. SRF values of the frame structure in the undamaged state (global method). 
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Fig. 11. SRF values of the first damage configuration (global method). 
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Fig. 12. SRF values of the second damage configuration (global method). 
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     (a) Landscape view           (b) Global model        (c) Divided substructures         (d) Concerned substructure 
Fig. 13. Guangzhou New Television Tower and the FE model. 
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Fig. 14. Model updating process using the global and substructuring methods. 
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Table 1 
Frequencies and mode shapes before and after updating (Undamaged state). 
Mode Analytical mode 
Measured 
frequency 
(Hz) 
Before updating After updating 
Freq. 
(Hz) 
Diff. 
(%) MAC
Freq. 
(Hz) 
Diff. 
(%) MAC
1 1 3.12 3.16 1.27% 0.993 3.13 0.32% 0.997
2 2 9.11 9.23 1.27% 0.976 9.15 0.44% 0.996
3 3 14.34 14.04 -2.13% 0.989 14.40 0.39% 0.993
4 4 52.46 50.42 -3.88% 0.981 51.90 -1.07% 0.997
5 5 58.18 56.51 -2.87% 0.980 57.74 -0.75% 0.989
6 6 66.80 64.34 -3.68% 0.871 66.84 0.06% 0.951
7 7 71.65 70.80 -1.18% 0.928 72.00 0.49% 0.970
8 8 82.14 82.51 0.45% 0.877 81.78 -0.43% 0.933
9 9 82.87 80.98 -2.29% 0.885 82.41 -0.55% 0.975
10 16 200.13 211.12 5.49% 0.919 205.54 2.70% 0.957
11 17 222.36 215.91 -2.90% 0.920 224.62 1.02% 0.965
12 18 226.55 220.37 -2.73% 0.913 226.13 -0.18% 0.959
13 19 236.58 230.60 -2.53% 0.905 235.17 -0.60% 0.959
14 22 383.33 395.44 3.16% 0.903 389.95 1.73% 0.951
Average of absolute values 2.56% 0.932  0.77% 0.971
 
Table 2 
Frequencies and mode shapes before and after updating (damage case 1) 
Mode Analytical mode 
Measured 
frequency 
(Hz) 
Before updating After updating 
Freq. 
(Hz) 
Diff. 
(%) MAC
Freq. 
(Hz) 
Diff. 
(%) MAC 
1 1 3.11 3.13 0.62% 0.992 3.11 -0.10% 0.992 
2 2 9.09 9.15 0.64% 0.996 9.18 0.94% 0.997 
3 3 14.34 14.40 0.42% 0.997 14.14 -1.39% 0.997 
4 4 52.24 51.90 -0.65% 0.986 52.26 0.04% 0.985 
5 5 57.72 57.74 0.03% 0.991 57.85 0.22% 0.992 
6 6 66.73 66.84 0.18% 0.916 66.76 0.05% 0.949 
7 7 71.28 72.00 1.01% 0.970 71.13 -0.21% 0.980 
8 8 81.60 81.78 0.22% 0.860 81.67 0.09% 0.919 
9 9 82.19 82.41 0.28% 0.859 82.29 0.13% 0.917 
10 16 199.70 205.54 2.93% 0.932 200.90 0.60% 0.944 
11 17 220.93 224.62 1.67% 0.847 221.47 0.24% 0.915 
12 18 224.97 226.13 0.52% 0.840 225.07 0.04% 0.927 
13 19 234.78 235.17 0.16% 0.947 233.58 -0.51% 0.973 
14 22 382.50 389.95 1.95% 0.926 387.54 1.32% 0.949 
Average of absolute values 0.81% 0.933   0.42% 0.960 
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Table 3 
Frequencies and mode shapes before and after updating (damage case 2) 
Mode Analytical mode 
Measured 
frequency 
(Hz) 
Before updating After updating 
Freq. 
(Hz) 
Diff. 
(%) MAC
Freq. 
(Hz) 
Diff. 
(%) MAC 
1 1 3.11 3.13 0.77% 0.992 3.10 -0.36% 0.996 
2 2 9.09 9.15 0.67% 0.996 9.11 0.21% 0.998 
3 3 14.33 14.40 0.46% 0.997 14.29 -0.33% 0.997 
4 4 51.88 51.90 0.04% 0.988 51.47 -0.80% 0.985 
5 5 57.41 57.54 0.23% 0.989 57.56 0.27% 0.986 
6 6 66.48 66.84 0.54% 0.924 65.84 -0.97% 0.938 
7 7 70.73 72.00 1.80% 0.961 70.88 0.21% 0.978 
8 8 80.99 81.78 0.98% 0.838 81.17 0.23% 0.933 
9 9 81.98 82.41 0.54% 0.889 82.20 0.27% 0.916 
10 16 199.11 205.54 3.23% 0.912 200.51 0.70% 0.933 
11 17 220.03 224.62 2.08% 0.839 220.95 0.42% 0.922 
12 18 224.14 226.13 0.89% 0.819 223.33 -0.36% 0.926 
13 19 233.50 235.17 0.71% 0.934 230.65 -1.22% 0.952 
14 22 376.49 389.95 3.58% 0.859 382.54 1.61% 0.941 
Average of absolute values 1.18% 0.924  0.57% 0.957 
 
 
Table 4 
Frequencies and mode shapes of the Guangzhou New TV Tower structure before and after 
updating 
Mode 
Measured 
Freq. 
(Hz) 
Before updating 
After updating 
(global method) 
After updating 
(substructuring method) 
Freq. 
(Hz) 
Diff. 
(%) 
MAC 
Freq. 
(Hz) 
Diff. 
(%) 
MAC 
Freq. 
(Hz) 
Diff. 
(%) 
MAC 
1 0.111 0.112 1.05% 0.9975 0.111 0.00% 1.0000 0.111 0.00% 1.0000 
2 0.161 0.163 1.25% 0.9969 0.161 0.00% 1.0000 0.161 0.00% 1.0000 
3 0.344 0.344 0.05% 0.9997 0.344 0.00% 1.0000 0.344 0.00% 1.0000 
4 0.372 0.376 0.95% 0.9993 0.372 0.00% 1.0000 0.372 0.00% 1.0000 
5 0.406 0.406 0.12% 0.9989 0.406 0.00% 1.0000 0.406 0.00% 1.0000 
6 0.429 0.431 0.33% 0.9997 0.429 0.00% 1.0000 0.429 0.00% 0.9999 
7 0.493 0.496 0.66% 0.9996 0.493 0.00% 1.0000 0.493 0.00% 1.0000 
8 0.696 0.697 0.18% 0.9991 0.696 0.00% 1.0000 0.696 0.00% 1.0000 
9 0.818 0.818 0.03% 0.9992 0.818 0.00% 1.0000 0.818 0.00% 0.9999 
10 0.868 0.869 0.06% 0.9994 0.868 0.00% 0.9999 0.868 0.00% 0.9999 
Average 0.47% 0.9989  0.00% 1.0000  0.00% 1.0000 
 
 
 
